Summary: FlexServ is a web-based tool for the analysis of protein flexibility. The server incorporates powerful protocols for the coarsegrained determination of protein dynamics using different versions of Normal Mode Analysis (NMA), Brownian dynamics (BD) and Discrete Dynamics (DMD). It can also analyze user provided trajectories. The server allows a complete analysis of flexibility using a large variety of metrics, including basic geometrical analysis, B-factors, essential dynamics, stiffness analysis, collectivity measures, Lindemann's indexes, residue correlation, chain-correlations, dynamic domain determination, hinge point detections, etc. Data is presented through a web interface as plain text, 2D and 3D graphics.
INTRODUCTION
Proteins have evolved to display not only optimal structures, but also functionally optimal deformability properties (HenzlerWildman et al., 2007) . Many evidences show that evolution carefully conserved deformation patterns as a mechanism to maintain function (Falke, 2002) .
Despite recent advances in experimental techniques, the study of flexibility is mostly a task for theoretical methods. The most powerful of them is atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) (McCammon et al., 1977) , a rigorous method which provides accurate representations of protein flexibility under physiologicallike environments. Unfortunately, MD is complex, computationally expensive and their use requires a certain degree of expertise (Rueda et al., 2007b) . Coarse-grained methods coupled to simple potentials (see Dokholyan et al., 1998; Tirion, 1996) are a cheap alternative to MD. By using them we lose atomic detail to gain formal and computational simplicity in the representation of near-native state flexibility of proteins (Emperador et al., 2008; Ma, 2005) . * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
Unfortunately, despite its power, the practical use of coarse-grained methods is still limited, due mostly to the lack of standardized protocols for analysis and the existence of a myriad of different algorithms distributed in different websites.
We present here FlexServ, an integrated tool that links most important coarse-grained based methods, structural databases, and atomistic models with a powerful analysis platform. FlexServ incorporates three coarse-grained algorithms for the representation of protein flexibility: (i) discrete dynamics (DMD), (ii) normal mode analysis (NMA) and (iii) Brownian dynamics (BD). DMD assumes that residue-residue interactions are controlled by infinite square wells centered at equilibrium distance with width fitted to reproduce atomistic flexibility (Emperador et al., 2008) . Within this approach a particle is either moving at constant velocity or colliding with a wall, which allows the derivation of trajectories using simple ballistic equations (for discussion, see Emperador et al., 2008) . On the other hand, NMA and BD assume that inter-residue interactions are controlled by a harmonic-like potential energy expressed as:
where r ij is the distance between residues i and j, and r 0 ij the equilibrium value, ij the Kirchhoff connectivity matrix, and K ij (r 0 ij ) the stiffness force constant. In a pure harmonic model K ij (r 0 ij ) takes a single value K ij and ij = -1 for atoms within a given cutoff and 0 otherwise. In Kovacs' pseudo-harmonic model (Kovacs et al., 2004) , K ij (r 0 ij ) has a (1/r 0 ij ) 6 dependence and no cutoff is applied. FlexServ incorporates both Hamiltonian definitions as well as a new hybrid one (Orellana et al., unpublished results) which treats differently covalently bonded and non-bonded residues and that is fitted to reproduce atomistic MD results.
NMA [within the Anisotropic Network Model formalism (Altigan et al., 2001) ] uses the energy function to define the Hessian whose diagonalization provides the eigenvectors and eigenvalues characterizing the harmonic deformability of the protein. NMA based pseudo-trajectories are generated by activating movements along the eigenvectors (Rueda, et al., 2007a) . Within the BD approach the energy functional is used to compute forces, from J.Camps et al.
which trajectories are derived by using a Brownian algorithm (Emperador et al., 2008) .
FlexServ incorporates a large variety of methods to characterize flexibility. Thus, the server performs basic analysis like structural oscillation using either standard (RMSd) or Gaussian (gRMSd) root mean square deviation. gRMSd (Damm and Carlson, 2006) fits the molecules reinforcing the alignment of rigid moieties, localizing more clearly the movements into flexible regions. Essential dynamics routines (Amadei et al., 1993) are used to characterize the most important deformation modes, which are obtained by diagonalization of the trajectory covariance matrix. Essential deformation movements (after either fitting) are ranked by importance, and can be visualized and processed to obtain information (Meyer et al., 2006) . Analysis include B-Factor profiles, the 'collectivity' index (a measure of the collective nature of protein motions), the variance profile, the dimensionality (the number of movements defining a percentage of variance), or the size of the essential space (i.e. the number of relevant modes). Lindemann's indexes are computed to evaluate the liquid/solid nature of the entire or partial regions of the protein (Rueda et al., 2007a) .
Advanced capabilities of FlexServ include calculation of the apparent stiffness between interacting residues (obtained by inverting the inter-residue covariance (Rueda et al., 2007a) and the determination of residue to residue correlations. Determination of dynamic domains and hinge points is implemented using a variety of techniques: (i) exploration of the B-factor landscape after fitting with the gRMSd method, (ii) analysis of the force-constant profile (Sacquin-Mora and Lavery, 2006) and (iii) clustering by interresidue correlation (Navizet et al., 2004) . Calculations are performed using different sliding windows to reduce noise and false positives.
IMPLEMENTATION

Input data
The user can upload a coordinate file, retrieve the structure using just the PDB code (Berman et al., 2000) , or upload his/her trajectory as a PCZ compressed file [PCAZIP (Meyer et al., 2006) ; the software is available at the server]. Users can also upload the protein sequence, either in FASTA format or using a UniprotKB code (The Uniprot Consortium, 2008) . In this case, analysis is performed on the closest homologue available in the PDB, identified by a standard BLAST analysis (Altschul et al., 1990) . Additionally, the program allows the user to analyze already available atomistic MD trajectories included in the MoDEL database (Rueda et al., 2007b) .
Workflow
Once the reference PDB structure is loaded, the program generates a C α -model, computes several protein descriptors and provides basic visualization. FlexServ offers three engines to generate protein trajectories: (i) NMA, (ii) BD and (iii) DMD. In an elastic NMA calculation, the Hessian is computed and diagonalized. The obtained eigenvectors and eigenvalues are then used to derive a Monte-Carlo pseudo-trajectory in the NMA space. As for BD or DMD, trajectories are obtained directly. Trajectories are then processed with PCAZIP: RMS fits are applied to the data, and trajectory is finally compressed. Uploaded and MoDEL trajectories are processed directly. At this point, the compressed format contains the eigenvectors/eigenvalues data which can be used to animate the movement of the protein along essential dynamics modes as well as to derive the analysis offered by FlexServ (see above).
Visualization
Data is presented as plain text or 2D plots. When appropriated, 3D data is presented using a JMol applet (http://www.jmol.org). The produced trajectories and raw analysis data can be downloaded from the server for further off-line processing. Besides, a full snapshot of the results can also be downloaded to repeat the analysis at any later time. 
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